
Pre-Calculus Summer Homework

l. Find the length of the hypotenuse of the triangle.

lAl s.3e [B] 3.61 lcl 14.32 [D] 14.87

tAl 40 tu 2J' tcl 2Jm2. Find the distance between the points.

(".6, o) and (0, - Jr)

3. The diameter of a circle joins the points C(-8, 0) and D(-6,
the center of the circle.

tAl (-2, -6) tBl (-s, -4)

4. Find the standard form of the equation of the specified circle.

Center: (t,:); Radius: 4J7

tAl (t - t)' * (y -3)' =r6J,

tcl ('-t)'* (y-3)' =zz

5. Find the center and radius of the circle.

tcl (-3, -4)

- +). nind the coordinates of

tDl (-7, -2)

lDl 8

[D] Center: (0, O)

Radius = 36

tBl

ID]

(x + l)'? * (y * 3)' =16Ji

None of these

x' + y' --36

[A] Center: (0, O)

Radius = 6

[B] Center: (6,

Radius= 6

[C] Center: (0, 36)

Radius = 6

0)
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6. Use the graph and the table of points on the graph to identi$'the linear equation of the line.

[A] Y = -5x-2 [B] Y = -5x+2 [C] Y =5x+2 [D] y =5x-2

7. Determine whether each point lies on the graph of the equation.

,=-z*,-) ,r(- t, -+) or (-s, +)

[A] (a) No (b) No

[C] (a) No (b) Yes

[B] (a) Yes (b) No

[D] (a) Yes (b) Yes

Use a graphing utility to graph the equation. Approximate any x- ory-intercepts of the graph.

8. | = -x2 -8x -17

tAl v

-!0:::A::
::::/:::\:
" "f "'1'

:::/: : 
':,i[

Intercept: (0, -i7)
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tBl

tcl

_10: : : : : : : :1: : : : : : : : :1[x
:::: :: : : : :T::i: :: :: ::
: ::::: :: ::I: : : : :: :: ::
: : : : : : : :l:dl: : : : : : : : : :

Intercept: (0, 17)

tDl

Intercept: (0, tZ)

(8.)
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Use a graphing utility to graph the equation. Approximate any x- ory-intercepts of the graph.

9. v=x3 +xt -4x

tAl

(t.sez, o), (0, o)

o), (2,0), (0, o)

[D] None of these

(zteL o), (0, o)

ii::ii:19'

Intercepts: (- 2.562, 0),

-i?::i::

Intercepts: (- t.Zet, O),
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Use a graphing utility to graph the equation. Approximate any x- ory-intercepts of the graph.

10. y:-4Ji +1

tAl IRI vL"J
:: :: :::: :: " " " "1'0

Intercept: (1, 0) lntercept: (- 1, 0)

tcl v

"''" -1'0

lntercepts: (*,0),(o,r) rntercepts: [*, o), (0, -r)

I l. An arrow shot into the air is modeled by the equation

! =144t -16t2
where y is the number of feet the arrow is above ground / seconds after it is released. Graph
the equation to find what period of time the arrow is above 224 feet.

[A] Between 2 and 7 seconds

[C] Between2 and 4 seconds

[B] Between 4 and l4 seconds

[D] Between 2 and 14 seconds
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12. A model for the demand for radios is

d = -5p2 +450p -40
where d is the number of radios a manufacturer can sell at a price ofp dollars each. Use a
graphing utility to graph the equation. Then find the price that results in the maximum
demand for radios.

lAl s2 lBl $e0 lcl s+ [D] None of these

Find the slope of the line passing through the pair of points.

13. (-7, 8), (9, o) [A] -3 lBl -s ret-:

rct -:
2

pr -+

[D] Undefined14. (7, -3), (-:, -:) tAl

15. Estimate the slope of the line. Fr -; tcl

3x +5y - 16: O; (-8, 8), (2, 2)

3x-5y+34:o; (2,4), (-t, z)

Frl

tAr -; ss
i tDl;

16. Find the general form of the equation of the line that passes through the given points. Use
the equation to find two other points on the line.

(-1, s), (-t:, tt)

tAl - 5x + 3y - 30 : O; (0, 10), (- 6, 0)

[C] sx +3y: o; (0, 0), (-6, 10)

tBl

tDl
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Find the general form of the equation of the line that passes through the given point and has the
indicated slope.

17.

18.

19.

(0, - 2), *: -+
[A] "-7y-14=0

(-2, -3), m= o

Find the slope-intercept form of the equation and its graph.

-4x +l}y = 49

2)
lAl y=1x-4 [B] y=-!x)-5

tBl -7x+y+2=0 [C] x+7y+14=0 lDl 7x+y+2:0

x -10::::::

"""-l'0

/̂
[c] y =:x +4

)
v

::::::::tQ

tDl y =-?*-o
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20. Find the equation in slope-intercept form and identiS the slope and they-intercept.
-9x +5Y =3

a s 
[0.-1')[A] y=1x+3: ,=it Intercept:, 

3)
q 3 e :[0.1)[B] y=;**it *=r; Intercept, 

5)

tcl y =-9x*!, *--9; Intercept: (t, -+)

[D] Given in slope-intercept form; m=5; Intercept: (0, :)

21. Identif, the graph of the equation.

| =3x +3

tAl

1
(-:, S), perpendicular to the graph of y = -7x +7 .

tBl

1.0

v
tQ

::

::

tcl

-!0:::::::: ll"
::

22. Find the slope-intercept form of the equation of the line through the point

tcl y =-tI.*) [D] x :1r.)

:::::\:l:9
::: :: :\::
:::::::\: :

::::: : :\:

TDI
L-J

-10::::::/:
::: t:.:::L:
'.:'.'. 

"'.'.1'.:' '' ' '' 't' ' '
......r_10

lAl x =;!t,*! tnt y =1-.:
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23' Determine whether the graphs of the equations are parallel, perpendicular, or neither.
8x+4y=-6
l2x -24y = g

[A] Parallel [B] Perpendicular [C] Neither

24. Find the solution to the equation. [A] 7 tBl 4 tcl 3 tDl 16
2(x+s) + t :3(r +Z) + t

25. Identi$' the x- andy-intercepts of the graph of the equation.

l=-*)- x-l

[A] x-inter..o,' Ii, r)

y-intercept' 
[0, i )
t'. 

o)[C] x-inter..nt, [! )
y-intercept: (0, Z )

[B] x-inter..o,, 
[ 

- ?, 
r)

y-intercept: (0, -Z )

[D] x-inter""o,' [-i, o)

y-intercept' 
[0, -i)
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26. Identify the x- andy-intercepts.

(:, 0),

(3, 0),

tBl

tDl

tAl

tcl

( rr 33)

\T'T)

x-intercept: (0, -+)
y-intercepts: (-3, 0), (3, 0), (S, 0)

x-intercept: (0, +)

y-intercepts: (-3, 0), (3, 0), (4, O)

lBl (-12,23) tcl

52 9r
7' 4

x-intercepts: (-3,0),
y-intercept: (0, - 4)

.r-intercepts: (- 3, 0),

y-intercept: (0, +)

(8, 0)

(-s, 0)

27. Use a graphing utility to approximate any points of intersection of the graphs of the
equations. Verify your results algebraically.

!=ll-x
Y =3x -13

ror (f, ?)

Solve.

1.*sl++=o

tAl - ?, -t, tBl

28.

26
--f- 

-- 

Ix x-l lA) 2

[A] -21

lBl I

lBl 33, -21

12 52
-;,-;tt

I

lcl 2, :
I

lcl 33

lDl (6, 5)

pl 12,+

ID] I, _;

lDl ls

tcl

29.

30. tffi=3
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31. Solve the inequality.

lz - axl-z <q

tAl --<Jr<-62 lBl -l<x<-l26 [D] x ,], r.-1

32. Which is the graph of the solution for the inequality?

Itox+sl < 1s

lAlL'-r -lo -5 o 5 lo r

IC]

tBl llllllllfrlllllllll:,
-10 *5 0 5 10x

-10 -5 0 5 l0^

33. The total resistance of two resistors wired in a parallel circuit is described by
lll

-=ftrrtol \ f2

where 4 and 12 are the resistances of the two resistors and r,ot is the total resistance in the

circuit. If the total resistance of a circuit with two resistors wired in parallel must be at least
45 ohms, what is the resistance of 4 if the resistance of r, is 90 ohms?

lAl 100 ohms [B] 85 ohms lcl 90 ohms lDl 95 ohms


